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ABSTRACT

The Islamic philosopher Ibn Miskawaih has provided extensive explanations of a number of significant concepts of the legacy of Islamic thought, including the moral of Mahmudah. He defined mahmudah morality as the high ideals that people aspire to in order to live happy and peaceful lives both in the world and in the afterlife. This work examines ethical conduct in Islamic psychology from Ibn Miskawaih's perspective. To comprehend Ibn Miskawaih's perspectives on appropriate behavior, the author of this work employed descriptive methods of analysis and library research. Individual conduct is governed by mental and psychological factors, according to Islamic psychology. Islamic psychology's analysis of behavioral therapy reveals that mahmudah morality has a significant influence on how people behave. The outcomes of Ibn Miskawaih's Akhlak mahmudah are broken down into a number of categories: Building strong character may help people face the problems of daily life. It can also help people build excellent connections with other people. It can also help people keep things in balance in many areas of their lives.
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Character is also behavior that is not easily changed and is already ingrained in someone if not diligently cultivated with discipline. A person's character can be influenced by the environment in which they live. In the book "Mu'jam al Wasith," character is described as a quality embedded in a person's soul without requiring thought or deliberation.1

INTRODUCTION

Character is the behavior exhibited by someone without having to think about it first.

Character is the state of someone's soul that is subject to alternative influences based on the education they receive. If the soul is nurtured and trained with goodness, then it will be virtuous, known as "Akhlak Karimah"; likewise, if the soul is educated through negativity, then it will be corrupted, known as "Akhlak Mazmumah."  

Character, morality, and ethics are of utmost importance in human life. Despite being born as separate individuals, humans cannot live in isolation from others but rather coexist within groups and communities. This illustrates that one cannot live alone without the assistance of others, commonly referred to as social beings, and vice versa. In other words, humans need each other regardless of their status or circumstances.  

Ethical perspectives in Western tradition generally categorize ethics into three main branches. First is hedonistic ethics, second is utilitarian ethics, and third is deontological ethics. Hedonism directs individuals in their ethics towards generating pleasure and happiness for the many. Utilitarian ethics explains that the pleasure derived from doing good for the majority is a commendable ethic. Meanwhile, deontological ethics posits that good deeds stem from practical reason. Broadly speaking, Western philosophers have formulated ethics in such a way that there are similarities and differences between Western and Islamic ethics.

In Islamic ethics, a natural ethical approach is employed, reflecting a meeting point between Islamic ethics and the ethics of Greek thinkers such as Socrates, Plato, and Immanuel Kant. However, Islamic ethics emphasizes rationality based on revelation as the source of an individual's actions, akin to the argument put forth by Ibn Miskawaih regarding reasoning within an ethical system without prioritizing revelation to address various theoretical difficulties.

Oliver Leaman asserts that the combination of elegance in style, practical relevance, and philosophical seriousness in Ibn Miskawaih's work underpins his influence in the Muslim world. Ibn Miskawaih wrote various works, like his contemporaries, although his works might be less renowned compared to those of Islamic philosophers like Ibn Sina. Some of his works emphasize his contribution to the development of philosophical thought. The primary claim of Ibn Miskawaih worthy of attention lies in his well-organized ethical system.

Therefore, a researcher will write an article titled "The Concept of Virtuous Ethics: Ibn Miskawaih's Perspective - An Analysis of Behavior Treatment in Islamic Psychology," exploring how Ibn Miskawaih's attention to Akhlak Mahmudah (virtuous ethics) intersects with his consideration of Akhlak Mazmumah (negative behaviors) as common human faults. The article aims to delve into whether Ibn Miskawaih also addresses Akhlak Mazmumah?
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RESEARCH METHODS

In the research approach this time using a library approach (Library Research) and in the use of methods, namely the descriptive analysis method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Ibn Miskawaih's book entitled Tandzib al Akhlaq wa Tathhir Al A'raaq, it is explained about Behavior,hlak according to Ibn miskawaih is Inner Science, why is it called inner science? because withhlak humans can know the state of a person's soul and can distinguish between right and wrong.. Therefore, Ibn Miskawaih's thoughts of morality are built from the dimension of the soul.

Ibn Miskawaih's observation about the soul is the most core view of his discussion, the soul is the core part of the human being itself, because the soul itself is different from the form of the body or Jism, the soul emphasizes the spiritual aspect rather than the material.

The power of the soul is divided into three levels, namely: The first is the ability to think (al quwwah annatiqah), which is the ability to think and distinguish the nature of things. And this power is called al Mulkiah and is located in the brain. Second, al quwwah al ghadabiah), which is the ability to be angry. It is helpful, courageous, has a tendency to dominate and a desire to always be respected. This power is called suba'iyyah and is located in the heart. Third, the power of syahwatal quwwah al syahwatiyah, which is the power of lust that always demands food and tends to like food, drink and marriage. This power is called al bahamiyyah and its place is in the heart (al kabid).

Ibn Miskawaih argues that the three powers of the soul mentioned above all have levels. The lowest level is al bahamiyyah soul, the middle level is al syahwatiyah soul, and the highest level is nathiqah soul. Humans are considered human because they have the best soul called al nathiqah. The nobility of a person is judged by the power of his mind. If this power is controlled by other powers, its level will be low. Ibn Miskawaih said "look at where you are". What better place has God provided for His creatures? All this is given to you and it depends on your choice, if you want, substitute the animal, you will be with him. And if so, take the place of Assuba. If you wish, substitute the angels and be one of them”.

If a person's soul is more inclined to Al quwwah Al bahamiyah than Al quwwah Al- ghadabiyah and Al quwwah An - Natiqoh, then that person has mazmumah morals or despicable morals that will control him, if someone has acted despicably or what is called mazmumah morals, then the human being is not much different from animals. Mazmumah morals are one of the causes of difficulties in one's life, sometimes a person finds his own rock because of suffering and practicing Mazmumah morals. God and the apostles have long warned against such despicable behavior, but there are those among the Muslims who do not heed the call. among them the words of the Messenger of Allah (saw) regarding the morals of mazmumah, namely; Verily, despicable
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mores spoil goodness, just as vinegar spoils honey. (HR. Ibn Abi Ad-Dunya). 9

Any wrongdoing is strictly forbidden by religion. Morally wrong actions, if committed, will incur sin on the part of God. 10 Hence, every Muslim must avoid reprehensible morals. Among the despicable moral actions are polytheism, kufr, hypocrisy, (forgetting Allah, selfishness, miserliness, betrayal, persecution, anger, deception, slander, envy, pride, killing, stealing, self-importance, wanting to be praised, and fighting). 11 Disgraceful morals or mazmumah morals are vile acts that must be avoided by every Muslim and even mankind on this earth, because mazmumah morals have many negative consequences if one's soul is embedded in these vile acts. Therefore, the author will explain in more depth about morals in general and mazmumah morals.

### A. Definition of madzmumah morals

One of the most essential intellectual treasures of Muslims so far is morals, because morals can guide humans to be safe in this world and the Hereafter. 12 The Prophet Muhammad Saw has a mission that Allah gave to this earth is to perfect the morals, recorded in history that the Prophet Muhammad Saw’s da’wah mostly used morals as one of the success factors, until Allah praised the morals of the Prophet Muhammad Saw. 13 It is mentioned in the Qur’an: "And you (Muhammad) are truly of great character." 14

Akhlaq is a word taken from Arabic, namely from the word Akhlaqta - Yukhliqu which means according to the scales, some also call it AtThabiah, Adat, Al Muruah, and many more. 15

The plural form of Akhlaq comes from the word Khuluk which means character, temperament and behavior. And the word Alakhalku is also included in the word Akhlaq which means good character. 16 The word alakhalku denotes external events, such as physical defects. Whereas the word alakhulu or al-akhlak means personality, spiritual in nature, such as praiseworthy and blameworthy traits. 17 Ethical development can be understood as a means to create a good relationship between the creator or creator to creature and creature to creature. Both the word morals and khuluk can be found in the meaning of the Quran and sunnah, for example: The word khu-luq found in verse 4 of surah al-Qalam in the Quran means ethics, (our religion) is nothing but the customs of our elders. 18

According to Al Ghazali, character is a trait that is embedded in the soul so that good

---
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and bad actions are born without requiring thought and consideration. The definition of Al-Khuluk is an action that arises in a person and is a person's nature and Alghazali also emphasized that human nature is good.\(^\text{19}\)

Akhlak in the perspective of Ibn Miskawaih, "Akhlak is a psychological thing or situation that encourages someone to do something happily without thinking or planning.\(^\text{20}\) Ibn Miskawaih divides the psychological situation of the human psyche into two categories. First, tab'i, for example, when someone has a small problem then he exaggerates with anger and feels the problem is big, secondly, the condition of the soul obtained through customs, this kind of behavior starts from someone's thoughts that enter into one's soul and self.\(^\text{21}\)

Ibn Miskawaih has the idea of Akhlak Mazmumah, Akhlak Mazmumah, or often also referred to as despicable morals, is a concept in Islamic ethics that refers to traits or behaviors that are considered bad, harmful, and not in accordance with desirable moral standards. This concept is very relevant in the view of morals in the Islamic tradition, including in the perspective of Ibn Miskawayh.

Ibn Miskawaih is a Persian philosopher and scholar who highly values moral and ethical values in life. In his work "Tahzhib al-Akhlaq" or "Tahzib al-Akhlaq," which translates as "The Refinement of Character," Ibn Miskawayh discusses the concept of morals and identifies traits that are considered reprehensible. Here are some examples of mazmumah or despicable morals from Ibn Miskayawh's perspective.\(^\text{22}\)

**First**, Kibr (Excessive Pride): Being arrogant and feeling better than others. Kibr, or excessive pride, is a term in the Islamic tradition that refers to being arrogant, feeling better and looking down on others. It is one of the most despicable traits in the Islamic worldview and many Islamic philosophers and scholars, including Ibn Miskawayh, have condemned it as destructive to the soul, social relationships and balance in life.

**Second**, Hasad (Envy): A feeling of dislike for the success or happiness of others. Hasad, or envy, refers to a negative feeling or emotion that arises when one feels dislike or jealousy towards the success, achievements, or happiness of others. It is a despicable trait that is generally considered detrimental to social, moral, and spiritual relationships.

**Third**, Kadzib (Dishonesty): Lying and saying things that are not true. Kadzib, or dishonesty, refers to the act or behavior of intentionally lying or telling untruths. It is a despicable trait that is considered detrimental to one's integrity, trustworthiness and morality.

**Fourth**, Tama' (Covetousness): Tama', or covetousness, is a term that refers to an excessive desire for worldly possessions or wealth. It is a despicable trait that describes an uncontrollable desire for the accumulation
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of material, material or other worldly possessions.

**Fifth**, Jaram (Violence): Jaram, or violence, refers to actions or behaviors that involve the use of physical, emotional, or psychological force to hurt or harm another person. It is a despicable trait that is considered contrary to moral and ethical values in many religious and cultural traditions. Violence can involve various forms of actions such as physical violence.

**Sixth**, Ghadab (Anger): Ghadab, or anger, refers to the feeling of negative emotions that arise in response to situations or events that are perceived as disturbing or threatening. It is an emotional trait that naturally exists in humans, but if not properly controlled, anger can have a negative impact on relationships, mental health, and life as a whole.

**Seventh**, Zulm (Injustice): Zulm, or injustice, refers to unfair or detrimental actions or behavior towards another individual or group. It is a despicable trait that involves the use of force or power to give unequal or adverse treatment to others.

**Eighth**, Sukru (drunkenness): Sukru, or drunkenness, refers to a state where one loses sanity or self-control due to the influence of alcohol or other psychoactive substances.

In Ibn Miskawaih's view, avoiding and overcoming these mazmumah morals is essential to achieving moral and spiritual goodness. He focuses on self-development and moral purification to achieve balance in life. Ibn Miskawaih’s "Tahdhib al-Akhlaq" is an important contribution to the understanding of ethics in the Islamic tradition, and the concept of mazmumah morals that he identifies provides guidance for individuals to lead more meaningful and moral lives.

Ibn Miskawaih argues that morals are divided into two, first as a God-given habit or fitrah and second in doing it (iktisab) and turning it into a habit. However, Ibn Miskawaih is more inclined to the second solution, namely all virtues are the result of effort (muktasabah). He believes that humans have the potential to become virtuous in any case, whether the process is slow or fast.

Ibn Miskawaih determined the capacity of humans to undergo moral change. From this point of view, different rules, advice and sharia teachings about manners are needed. Because when a person's morals or actions are not based on the right rules, there will be no reference for someone to follow the actions that will be carried out. Therefore, it is necessary to treat one's behavior, while ibnu miskawaih will explain the behavior treatment strategy.

**B. Strategic behavioral treatment**

Here are some strategic steps that can be taken to improve behavior according to the view of Ibn Miskawaih.23 In the book Tahzib al-Akhlak, the method of improving morals is presented in the following five ways:

**First**, associate with good friends. This is the first way proposed by Ibn Miskawaih to change human morals from despicable to praiseworthy. Ibn Miskawaih recognizes that despicable morals are caused by friendship factors. One example is a
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person who is seen in a crime then his involvement must have been influenced by his friend. Therefore, by leaving bad friends, and looking for good friends, one's morals will be changed.

**Second**, the mind. The second way that Ibn Miskawaih proposes to change unpraised morals is thought process. According to him, this activity needs to be done to nourish the soul. Exercise is like exercise for the body, whose function is to nourish. Exercise can nourish the soul. If the mind is healthy, then the morals are good. Because, vile morals include mental illness.

**Third**, maintaining dignity and self-respect, the trick is to suppress lust. **Fourth**, Maintain consistency between good plans and actions. To improve morals, according to Ibn Miskawaih, one must have a mature plan. Furthermore, the plan is applied in actions that are truly relevant.

Fifth, improve self-quality and study its weaknesses, In order for morals to get better, according to Ibn Miskawaih, one must study the weaknesses of his weaknesses. This is intended so that he is able to overcome these weaknesses, Those are the five methods or ways proposed by Ibn Miskawaih to improve bad or despicable morals.

Ibn Miskawaih’s thoughts or views are in line with Islamic teachings which clearly teach that this religion was sent to perfect (improve) human morals. Basically, religious law aims to strengthen and improve human morality. This is confirmed by the Prophet Muhammad Saw, in his hadith, he said, "Verily, I was sent to perfect noble morals." (HR. Bukhari, Baihaqi, and Hakim).24 The Prophet Muhammad Saw, was sent to this earth to perfect bad morals or what is called mazmumah morals. When someone wants to know how behavior is taught in religion, then read the stories or Sirah Nabawiyyah.

From the explanation above, whether Akhlak Mahmudah or this behavior can bring someone to achieve happiness or even make someone worse?

**C. Behavior and happiness**

The purpose of behavior according to ibnu miskawaih is that there are several stages, the first is the stage of human goodness and badness, second, the stage of virtue as a midpoint, and third, the stage of happiness.25 The first stage Good and evil humans are creatures that have behavioral characteristics that are different from other creatures. This behavior comes from the ability to think. Therefore, those who have more accurate, correct thinking and better choices are more complete people. The best of mankind is the one who is able to perform the actions that best suit him, who is most attentive to the conditions of his nature, which distinguishes him from all existing natural objects.

Goodness according to Ibn Miskawaih is a human endeavor that can be achieved through things related to human creative goals, while evil is the act of preventing humans from achieving goodness through effort and intention. or in the form of laziness
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and unwillingness to seek goodness. Previous philosophers divided goodness into several categories, namely:

Because of this increase, there are still things that are noble, praiseworthy, beneficial, and good in the form of potential with things related to the purpose for which humans were created. whereas evil is what prevents humans from doing good, either in the form of will and effort, or in the form of laziness and unwillingness to seek good. Earlier philosophers divided goodness into several categories, namely: Because of this growth, there is that which is holy, praiseworthy, and beneficial, and there is the potential of man through goodness.  

Goodness according to Ibn Miskawaih is a state of perfection that reaches the limits of human ability, goodness that reaches the final limit is happiness, and above all goodness there is absolute goodness and is called the goodness of the highest form, namely the happiness of being able to reach Rabbnya or close to God.

Greek thinkers have talked a lot about happiness, basically there are two versions, the first is represented by Plato, who argues that true happiness is the happiness of the soul. Therefore, as long as the person is alive or the soul is still connected to the body, the happiness will not last long.  

According to Ibn Miskawaih, virtue is in the center and vice is in the middle. The virtue of the center can be understood according to its place, between the two vices, and according to its position which is farthest from the two vices. So, if a virtue slightly deviates from its position to an inferior position, it will advance to an inferior position and decrease in value according to the degree of proximity of the inferiority to which it is directed. Reaching the middle point is difficult, let alone maintaining it once reached.  

Ibn Miskawaih's theory of moral virtue is based on the position of al wasath (the middle). Actually, previous philosophers such as Plato and Muslim philosophers have introduced this doctrine with continuity, moderation, and harmony.  

Every Virtue according to Ibn Miskawaih has two shortcomings, namely praiseworthy and despicable, and in general humans are in a middle position not leaning towards goodness and badness; humans also have virtues such as Hikmah, Iffah, Syajaah, Adalah, while human vices such as cowardice, greed, ignorance, etc.  

In the middle position of human nature according to ibnu miskawaih is relative, reason and religious teachings are the measure to obtain the middle position. The middle path that is understood is a doctrine that contains the meaning of dynamism and flexibility, with this middle path doctrine humans will not lose the meaning and purpose of their lives. Every virtue has wisdom and from that wisdom has virtues such as sharpness of mind, critical thinking, leaving something that is not beneficial to yourself and others.

26 Ibn Miskawaih, Menuju Kesempurnaan Akhlak., h. 40-41.  
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Syaja'ah or righteousness has nine branches that develop one of which is a big soul, while Al - is or justice has three types, namely natural justice, customary justice and God's justice. Then the middle position according to ibnu miskawaih can be achieved by mixing between sharia and philosophy which will produce humans who are brave and thinking souls.29

Thus, the principle of justice is a secondary factor and must also be applied in the lower life, because it will improve the quality of life to become a human being who is able to use reason, then always get the pleasure of Allah. According to Miskawaih, the principle of all virtues (al fadhilah) is love for all mankind. Humans will only achieve perfection by maintaining the integrity of each other and showing mutual understanding. Miskawaih further explains that this trace of love will only be seen if people are in the midst of society and interact with each other there. Ibn Miskawaih disagrees with those who seek virtue by living a life of zuhud, isolating themselves from society. Because such people will not be able to achieve virtue. Strictly speaking, the way to achieve excellence here is to develop all aspects of psychology and talent by living in society, socializing with other humans, in order to have other existing happiness.

In this context, complete happiness is something that can be enjoyed by various groups, according to Oliver Leaman30 happiness is realized when there is a connection between the free soul and divine reality. At this level, happiness becomes the peak of goodness through intellectual perfection, ibnu miskawaih's thoughts are influenced by Aristotle who explains that high happiness is the contemplation of eternal things.31

Ibn Miskawaih's concept of happiness is something that is most enjoyable. The pleasure is divided into two, namely passive tranquility and active tranquility.

What is called passive tranquility is when humans are unreasonable accompanied by lust and emotions of revenge, this is a pleasure that is easily lost, while active pleasure is the pleasure of the shade of divine

__________________________
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light, so that the pleasure is eternal until the end.\textsuperscript{32}

The highest form of happiness is when one accepts all the gifts that Allah has bestowed by perfecting the intellect so that man attains divine light. \textsuperscript{33}

In the book Menembus Batas Waktu: Panorama of Islamic Philosophy, Mulyadhi Kartanegara\textsuperscript{34} analyzes that happiness according to ibnu miskawaih can be obtained through five ways:

In the first stage, physical happiness, many people have the misconception that physical happiness is the highest happiness, for example someone will be happy when he is rich, has a car, a house, and a lot of property. However, this does not mean that this happiness is not important, but rather that this happiness is a happiness that helps happiness - the next happiness.

In response to this, philosophers also formulated a simple way of life, such as Al Farabi who lived very simply when living in Syria and spent his lifetime writing works. \textsuperscript{35}

In the second stage, mental happiness, this happiness is still related between physical happiness through the senses and mental happiness through the soul, this is included in abstract happiness. One of the happiness of the inner senses is the happiness of imagination, such as when a painter produces works of art until he forgets to eat, forgets to sleep and forgets everything. \textsuperscript{36}

In the third stage, namely Intellectual Happiness, this happiness is obtained by someone from understanding the Koran by understanding it and deepening it using the science of interpretation and other sciences that are directly related to the Koran, someone who has knowledge can distinguish what is right and what is wrong, and with knowledge, someone is still on a straight path so that it brings someone to the path blessed by Allah SWT.

In the fourth stage, namely moral happiness, moral happiness is a sense of happiness that a person achieves when he is able to apply his knowledge to everyday life. According to Muhammad Iqbal who quotes from the Quran that happiness and pleasure can be felt when someone lives a good life through good behavior. \textsuperscript{37}

In the fifth stage, namely spiritual happiness, moral happiness according to ibnu miskawaih is a high happiness but there is the highest happiness, namely spiritual happiness. Spiritual happiness can be achieved when someone does good and prevents bad, the goal of spiritual happiness is to achieve the pleasure of Allah SWT. \textsuperscript{38}
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Of all the stages that a person must go through in behavior, the goal of behavior itself is to lead to Spiritual happiness where happiness is the highest happiness, why is it called the highest happiness? because spiritual happiness is directly related to Allah Swt.

Conclusion
Ibn Miskawaih's attention to Mazmumah morals, in the book Tahdzibil Akhlak that Ibn Miskawaih is very concerned about morals, such as Mahmudah morals and Mazmumah morals, Mazmumah morals according to Ibn Miskawaih must be avoided from a person's soul, so that Mazmumah morals do not become lodged in a person, if it has been lodged and attached to a person, it will be difficult to return a person to his nature, namely Mahmudah nature or morals.

Behavior Treatment Strategy, in this case Ibn Miskawaih offers 5 Behavior Treatment Strategies that must be carried out by the perpetrators of Akhlak Mazmumah, including; Looking for good friends, Thinking, Maintaining purity and selfrespect, Maintaining consistency between good plans and actions, Improving self-quality by studying self-weaknesses.

Behavior and Happiness, Goodness according to ibnu miskawaih is a state of perfection of one's being, goodness is a happiness that can be achieved by humans when humans can benefit others, and the highest good is happiness and achieving the pleasure of Allah SWT.
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